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AMR Mutual Fund Strategic Portfolio Series: 
This strategy is designed with a strategic asset allocation bias allowing for modest tactical shifts in 
weightings, holdings, and asset classes.  It includes a series of portfolios reflecting varying degrees of 
risk, consisting primarily of managed mutual funds.  AMR Mutual Fund Strategic Portfolio Series 
offers the following portfolio designs:  

 
A. Preservation (approximately 30% equity/70% 
fixed income)  
B. Conservative Dividend (approximately 30% 
equity/70% fixed income) 
C. Income & Growth (approximately 50% 
equity/50% fixed income) 
D. Dividend Portfolio (approximately 50% 
equity/50% fixed income) 
E. Moderate Growth (approximately65% equity/35% 
fixed income) 
F. Growth (approximately 80% equity/20% fixed 
income) 
 

One of the means by which this strategy series attempts to produce superior performance in returns 
and/or risk management is through the security selection.  This is accomplished in large part  with the 
use of mutual fund investments in which we work to identify managers with dedicated investment 
disciplines, reasonable costs, and a notable history of producing returns or managing risks.  The fund 
selection screening process includes the use of no-load funds or funds, which are load-waived, and 
mainly funds which bear no transaction expense.  Our investment team employs various quantitative 
and qualitative screens to sift through thousands of mutual funds. We then examine other factors like 
historical performance, investment style, and expenses. 
 
Strategic Asset Allocation: 
Asset allocation strategies are all, at least in-part, based on Harry Markowitz’s Nobel Prize winning 
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT).  In this theory, it is possible to construct an “efficient frontier” allowing 
the maximum portfolio performance for given tolerance level of risk.  According to MPT, there are four 
basic steps in portfolio construction: (a.) security valuation, (b.) asset allocation, (c.) portfolio 
optimization, & (d.) performance measurement.  Strategic Asset Allocation is essentially a rule of 
diversification both among and within asset classes; a sort of process for not “putting all your eggs in 
one basket,” and moreover, determining in which “baskets” to put how many “eggs”.  By identifying 
historical performance and volatility of various asset classes and sub-classes, a portfolio is optimally 
designed to fit investors anticipated risk profile and return goals.  Strategic Asset Allocation is 
generally somewhat static in apportioning allocation weightings to which asset classes in the 
management of volatility exposure. This approach presumes that long-term performance and volatility 
characteristics are inclined to remain consistent.  Giving rise to a sense of greater long-term 
predictability of portfolio designs.  Although participation in a strategic asset allocation will inevitably 
at any moment in time include holdings in under performing asset classes, it typically also retains 
positions in favorably performing asset classes, resulting in more modest risk characteristics and 
predictable long-term returns.                                                                                (ver. 2011.12.01) 
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